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Joan of Arc
becomes 
non-binary icon 
in London play

Anew play in London has rein-
vented France’s sainted Joan
of Arc as a non-binary icon,

who rejects female identity as they
struggle to find a place in a man’s
world. “I, Joan” had not even been
performed at Shakespeare’s Globe
theatre in August when Time Out
magazine called it “the most contro-
versial play of the year”. The first
images, showing Joan with breasts
bound, were enough to set social net-
works alight. Hardly a month goes by
in Britain without a battle about gen-
der identity and the play has given all
sides in the debate fresh ammunition.

The play about France’s patron
saint, the ‘maid of Orleans’ who
repelled the English in the Hundred
Years War in the 15th century, was
written by Charlie Josephine, with
Joan played by Isobel Thom. Both
Josephine and Thom were born
female but define themselves as non-
binary. The staging of the play at the
landmark theatre on the South Bank
of the River Thames is firmly contem-
porary, with no period costume.

The wife of the king’s eldest son or
dauphin, the later king Charles VII, is
played by a black woman. Modern
choreography defines the fight
scenes. But Joan’s story is still told-
from meeting the dauphin and fight-
ing battles to standing trial and being
burnt at the stake in 1431. The ques-
tion of gender runs throughout. “To be
born a girl and you are not a girl.”

Joan rejects the dresses that peo-
ple expect them to put on. “I am not a
woman. I do not fit that word,” they
say. One of her friends suggests:
“Maybe your word has not been
invented yet?” Her allies then suggest
she uses the pronoun “they”, prompt-
ing huge cheers from the audience.
Opponents in the play call her “she”.
At Joan’s trial for heresy, one sen-
tence is repeated by the judges: “Do
you think it is well to take men’s
dress? Even if it is unlawful?” “What
are you so afraid of?” Joan replies,
laughing. “I am not a woman. I am a
warrior.”

Controversy 
Feminists such as Heather

Binning, founder of the UK-wide
Women’s Rights Network, are against
the portrayal. “She experienced what
she experienced because she was a
woman. You can’t change that,” she
said. “This lobby group is hijacking all
our inspirational women from history.
This ideology is insulting to women.

“There’s a lot of women we don’t
know about because history was writ-
ten by men for men.” But Josephine
and Thom defended the play. “I forgot
I was blaspheming a saint,”
Josephine wrote in The Guardian.
“Nobody is taking historical Joan
away from you,” insisted Thom on
Twitter. “Nobody is taking away your
Joan, whatever Joan may mean to
you... “This show is art: it’s an explo-
ration, it’s imagination.”

Shakespeare’s Globe took the
same approach, likening the interpre-
tation in “I Joan” to the approach of
the celebrated English playwright.
“Shakespeare did not write historical-
ly accurate plays. He took figures of
the past to ask questions about the
world around him,” it said. “Our writ-
ers of today are no different. History
has provided countless and wonder-
ful examples of Joan portrayed as a
woman. “This production is simply
offering the possibility of another
point of view. That is the role of the-
atre: to simply ask the question
‘imagine if?’”

Zeitgeist 
Re-examining Joan’s life through a

contemporary lens is also taking hold
in her native France. “It’s the
Zeitgeist,” said Valerie Toureille, a
university professor specializing in
the Hundred Years War and the
author of a 2020 book on Joan. “It
doesn’t shock me. There are women
who decided to take a different path
from both men and women. That’s
the case with Joan of Arc,” she
added.

Asked about Joan’s wearing of
men’s clothes, she said: “It was for
protection against rape and it’s much
easier to ride a horse as a man than
looking like an Amazon.”
Nevertheless, for Toureille, men’s
clothes on Joan was the key issue at
the heresy trial. “This is material proof
that backs up the religious argument.
For men of the Church, Joan in these
clothes went beyond her status as a
woman.”— AFP 

Canada’s Hudson
Bay a summer 
refuge for thousands
of belugas

Half a dozen beluga whales dive and
reemerge around tourist paddle
boards in Canada’s Hudson Bay, a

handful of about 55,000 of the creatures
that migrate from the Arctic to the bay’s
more temperate waters each summer.
Far from the Seine river where a beluga
strayed in early August north of Paris, the
estuaries that flow into the bay in north-
ern Canada offer a sanctuary for the
small white whales to give birth in relative
warm and shelter. 

In the murky bay, the belugas, with
small dark eyes and what look like wide
smiles, seem to enjoy the presence of a
cluster of tourists who travelled to the
remote town of Churchill - home to some
800 people and only accessible by train
or plane - to observe the cetaceans. For
more than seven months of the year,
between November and June, the bay is

frozen. The thaw marks the return of the
belugas to the haven, where they are
protected from orcas and feed on the rich
food found in the estuaries. The gray col-
or of the young whales stands out against
the bright white adults as they glide
through the water in packs, all the while
communicating in their own array of
sounds.

Hydrophone 
Nicknamed “canaries of the sea” due

to the 50 or so different vocalizations -
whistles, clicks, chirps and squeals -
they emit, belugas are “social butterflies”
and “sound is the glue of that society,”
said Valeria Vergara, who has been
studying them for years. “Belugas are
sound-centered species, and sound to
them is really like vision to us,” the
researcher with the Raincoast
Conservation Foundation told AFP. 

Listening at the speaker of a
hydrophone, the 53-year-old scientist
tries to distinguish the multitude of
sounds from the depths - a cacophony to
the untrained ear. “They need to rely on
sound to communicate and they also rely
on sound to echolocate, to find their
way... to find food,” said Vergara, who
has identified “contact calls” used
between members of a pod.

Newborn belugas, which measure
around 1.8 meters (six feet) long and
weigh some 80 kilos (175 pounds),
remain dependent on their mother for two
years. As an adult, the mammal - which
generally matures in the icy waters
around Greenland and in the north of
Canada, Norway and Russia - can grow
to six meters long and live between 40
and 60 years. The Hudson Bay beluga
population is the largest in the world. But
the decrease in ice due to climate
change, in an area that is warming three
to four times faster than the rest of the
planet, is a cause for concern for
researchers.-— AFP 

Outside, balmy September sunshine
warms an idyllic coast, as California
basks in yet another perfect day.

Inside, it’s minus 460 Fahrenheit (-273
Celsius) in some spots, pockets of cold
that bristle with the impossible physics of
quantum mechanics - a science in which
things can simultaneously exist, not exist
and also be something in between.

This is Google’s Quantum AI laboratory,
where dozens of super-smart people labor
in an office kitted out with climbing walls
and electric bikes to shape the next gener-
ation of computers - a generation that will
be unlike anything users currently have in
their pockets or offices. “It is a new type of
computer that uses quantum mechanics to
do computations and allows us... to solve
problems that would otherwise be impossi-
ble,” explains Erik Lucero, lead engineer at
the campus near Santa Barbara.

“It’s not going to replace your mobile
phone, your desktop; it’s going to be work-
ing in parallel with those things.” Quantum
mechanics is a field of research that scien-
tists say could be used one day to help
limit global warming, design city traffic sys-
tems or develop powerful new drugs. The
promises are so great that governments,
tech giants and start-ups around the world

are investing billions of dollars in it,
employing some of the biggest brains
around.

Schrodinger’s cat
Old fashioned computing is built on the

idea of binary certainty: tens of thousands
of “bits” of data that are each definitely
either “on” or “off,” represented by either a
one or a zero. Quantum computing uses
uncertainty: its “qubits” can exist in a state
of both one-ness and zero-ness in what is
called a superposition. The most famous
illustration of a quantum superposition is
Schrodinger’s cat - a hypothetical animal
locked in a box with a flask of poison
which may or may not shatter. While the
box is shut, the cat is simultaneously alive
and dead. But once you interfere with the
quantum state and open the box, the
question of the cat’s life or death is
resolved.

Quantum computers use this uncertain-
ty to perform lots of seemingly contradicto-
ry calculations at the same time - a bit like
being able to go down every possible
route in a maze all at once, instead of try-
ing each one in series until you find the
right path. The difficulty for quantum com-
puter designers is getting these qubits to

maintain their superposition long enough
to make a calculation.

As soon as something interferes with
them - noise, muck, the wrong tempera-
ture - the superposition collapses, and
you’re left with a random and likely non-
sensical answer. The quantum computer
Google showed off to journalists resem-
bles a steampunk wedding cake hung
upside-down from a support structure.
Each layer of metal and curved wires gets
progressively colder, down to the final
stage, where the palm-sized processor is
cooled to just 10 Millikelvin, or about -460
Fahrenheit (-273 Celsius).

That temperature - only a shade above
absolute zero, the lowest temperature
possible in the universe - is vital for the
superconductivity Google’s design relies
on. While the layer-cake computer is not
huge - about half a person high - a decent
amount of lab space is taken up with the
equipment to cool it - pipes whoosh over-
head with helium dilutions compressing
and expanding, using the same process
that keeps your refrigerator cold.

Future 
But... what does it all actually do? Well,

says Daniel Lidar, an expert in quantum

systems at the University of Southern
California, it’s a field that promises much
when it matures, but which is still a toddler.
“We’ve learned how to crawl but we’ve
certainly not yet learned how to walk or
jump or run,” he told AFP.

The key to its growth will be solving the
problem of the superpositional collapses -
the opening of the cat’s box - to allow for
meaningful calculations. As this process of
error correction improves, problems such
as city traffic optimization, which is
fiendishly hard on a classical computer
because of the number of independent
variables involved - the cars themselves -
could come within reach, said Lidar. “On
(an error-corrected) quantum computer,
you could solve that problem,” he said.

For Lucero and his colleagues, these
future possibilities are worth the brain
ache. “Quantum mechanics is one of the
best theories that we have today to experi-
ence nature. This is a computer that
speaks the language of nature. “And if we
want to go out and figure out these really
challenging problems, to help save our
planet, and things like climate change,
than having a computer that can do exact-
ly that, I’d want that.”— AFP 

Dr Erik Lucero, Lead Engineer of Google Quantum AI, leads media on a tour of the Quantum
Computing Lab at the Quantum AI campus in Goleta, California.— AFP photos

Dr Erik Lucero, Lead Engineer of Google Quantum AI, leads media on a tour of the Quantum
Computing Lab at the Quantum AI campus in Goleta.

A female polar bear and her cub look for something to eat as they walk on the shoreline of
the Hudson Bay near Churchill.- AFP photos

The Himalayas: An 
ever-more dangerous 
adventure destination

US climber Hilaree Nelson’s death
has brought home how treacherous
the Himalayas are, dangers that

guides and experts say are rising due to
climate change and as more people seek
high-altitude thrills. Nelson, 49, was fatally
swept down from close to the peak of the
8,163-metre Manaslu, the world’s eighth-
highest mountain that she and her partner
were attempting to ski down. Her body
was retrieved on Wednesday.

What are the biggest killers?
Nepal is home to the most popular

Himalayan peaks. Between 1950 and
2021, 1,042 deaths were recorded there,
405 of them this century. A third of deaths
are caused by avalanches, according to
the Himalayan Database, and a third by
climbers falling. Many also die from moun-
tain sickness and exhaustion. The dead-
liest is 8,091-metre Annapurna massif,
with 72 deaths for 365 ascents since the
1950s-or one for every five successful
summits. Dhaulagiri and Kanchenjunga
both have a death rate of over 10 percent.
Steep passages and avalanche danger
have earned Pakistan’s K2 the name “sav-
age mountain”, with at least 70 fatalities
since 1947. The most deaths occur on
Everest, with more than 300 dying
between 1950 and 2021. But with many
more climbers, the fatality rate is compara-
tively low at 2.84 percent.

How has climate change hit
Himalayas?

A 2019 study warned that Himalayan
glaciers were melting twice as fast than
before the turn of the century. Another
study this year, using carbon dating,
showed the top layer of ice close to the
Everest summit was around 2,000 years
old, suggesting that the glacier was thin-
ning more than 80 times faster than the

time it took to form.

How has this increased 
the dangers?
Although no extensive research has

been done looking at climate change and
mountaineering risks in the Himalayas,
climbers have reported crevasses widen-
ing, running water on previously snowy
slopes, and increasing formation of glacial
lakes. “Wearing snow crampons on thin-
ning ice and exposed rocks can be partic-
ularly dangerous,” said the hugely experi-
enced Nepali mountaineer Sanu Sherpa,
47, who has climbed all 14 highest peaks
in the world twice. “Snow coverage is a lot
less. I worry that the mountains will be just
rocks in the next few generations.”

As glaciers become more unpre-
dictable, avalanche risk can increase. In
2014, an immense tumbling wall of snow,
ice and rock killed 16 Nepali guides on
Everest’s treacherous Khumbu Icefall in
one of the deadliest accidents on the
Himalayas. “The weather has become
more erratic. Some years warmer, others
colder,” a mountaineering blogger Alan
Arnette told AFP. “Overall, the usual histor-
ical patterns cannot be used as predic-
tions, so climbing has become much more
dangerous concerning the weather.”

What about overcrowding?
But experts say a major killer is also the

inexperience of a new wave of ill-prepared
mountaineer tourists rushing for summits
among the hundreds who flock to Nepal,
Pakistan and Tibet every year. The rapid
growth of the climbing industry has creat-
ed fierce competition among companies
for business, raising fears that some were
cutting corners on safety. Nepal this year
issued 404 permits for Manaslu peak, dou-
ble than usual. Pakistan issued about 200
for K2, twice the usual number. In 2019 a
massive traffic jam on Everest forced
teams to wait hours in freezing tempera-
tures, lowering depleted oxygen levels that
can lead to sickness and exhaustion. At
least four of the 11 deaths that year were
blamed on overcrowding.—AFP

Indian laborers work on a construction site with a view of the Himalayas in an area that was
hit during the deadly floods in Rudraprayag District in northern Uttarakhand state. — AFP 


